Success is predictable.

Making the right decisions at the right time is what is necessary for the successful development of a company. But a successful development isn’t possible without having the right partners at the side. So our focus for the future is to strengthen the partnership to our manufacturers and further develop the work with our customers.

1952 Neumüller GmbH was founded by Willi Bacher as commercial enterprise with focus on electronic assembly parts and measuring instruments.

1960 Expansion and focus on sale of electronic assembly parts.

1965 New business area measurement- and data technology.

1975 Takeover by Max Eberle.

1977 Relocation to Tauferkirchen, Munich.

1993 Takeover of the segment „assembly parts“ by the Fenner AG, Switzerland. Renamed to Neumüller Fenner Elektronik GmbH.

1999 Takeover of the business shares by senior representatives and transfer to an owner-run private company.

2001 New location opened by Hamburg.

2002 New location opened by Stuttgart.

2003 Neumüller participate 48% of manufacturer AssisTec S.A.R.L., Tunisia.

2004 Start of the Partnership with Seoul Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

2005 Renamed to Neumüller Elektronik GmbH.

2008 New constructed office near Hamburg including a light laboratory and an LED competence center.

2009 New constructed Headquarter by Nuremberg, Logistic and management are now based in the new headquarter.

2012 Uwe Fischer becomes second general manager.

2012 Office north near Hamburg gets a new constructed warehouse.